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Volunteers' Reliability
Big Problem in Yale Park

DEPT,,
MAR9

1Sll

brEJuBO

The question of reliability of
volunteers to patrol Yale Park is
one of the biggest problems in
getting the patrol started, Bill
Darnall, assistant eity manager,
told the Daily Lobo this week.
Anothet in a series of mectingc
to organize the patrol is scheduled
tonight at the Municipal building,
400 Marquette Ave, NW.
Darnall said organizational
problems now centered on the
reliability of volunteers, how long
they would work before
·abandoning the project, and who
will actually volunteer for the
-project.
A volunteer "people's patrol"
was proposed by an ad hoc group,
the Save Yale Park Committee,
when several merchants on
Central Ave. across from the Park
allegedly were considering to ask
to have the park closed.
Darnall said the park

committee has met repeatedly
with Albuquerque Police
Depaxtment officials and city
commission on the volunteer
patrol.
The Yale Park area businessmen
had agreed to h('lp organize the
volunteer patrol. Loren Keller,
owner of University Dairy Queen,
said the businessmen's association
was awaiting results of the
peopl~'s patrol idea,
Ar~a businessmen late last
summer obtained an injunction
closing the park 24 hours a day
after they cited instances of
public nuisance and damage to the
pru:k by habitues of the area.
The City Commission
subsequently passed a stringent
city parks ordinance which
includes closure of all city parks
from midnight til 6 p.m. and sets
up penalties for defacement of
park shrubbery and facilities.

Thursday, March 9, 1972

Senate Gets Fee System Briefing
Athletic Funding Alternatives Major Question Says Heady
By DEBBIE BRITTEN
If the mandatory student athletic fee

(which totals some $350,000 this year) is
abolished alternatives would include cutting
minor sports programs or seeking other·
sources of financiru jnput into the athletic
department, UNM President Ferrel Heady
said last night.
Speaking to the ASUNM Senate, Heady
cited gate admission costs to students as a
definite means of alternative financial
support. "We could charge students for the
games, at least as much as faculty and staff
now have to pay, and maybe even the JlJgher
rates of the outside community," he said. It
was pointed out by Athletic Director Pete
McDavid that many major universities charge
$7 admission for football games, and most
oth~a

charge $6.

~

Revenue Sports

that students are getting a bargain?
Basketball is making a profit and football
attendance isn't that great. The average
student doesn't use $12. of that fee.''
Heady answered, {'Of course for students
who don't go, there's no bargain for them.>'
McDavid cited student attendance figures
at games this year. The high for fqotball was
7008 at the Iowa State game, contrasted
with a low of 2596 at the Wyoming
competition. The high for basketball was
2338 and the low was 981.
All Fees
H~ady said about two years ago "there
was strong sentiment in the legislature to
make other fees (e.g. Daily Lobo, KUNM,
Speakers Committee) non-mandatory." He
said members thought then that 44if we
:mifted · there,

we'd bll'Ve

w

make

11 ~lmllar

shift with athletics." In view of this
Heady said the "tendency of most legislative
decision, Heady added, "If we are
institutions has been to cut smaller to shift from
the mandatory (athletic) fee
intramural sports and keep revenue sports basis, we also ought
to take a look at other
(i.e. football and basketball}. He added that programs."
UNM could be expected to do likewise.
This year's $1.4 million allocation to the
athletic department is distributed as follows:
$420,700 for grants and scholarships to
athletes; $191,000 for coaches' salaries;
$171,000 for guarantees to visiting athletic
teams; $161,000 for team travel; $60,000
for medical expenses and supplies. The
$350,000 (approx.) in mandatory student
athletic fees is part of the financial support
in these areas.
Alsot part of other mandatory fees, $66
for the retirement of bonded indebtedness,
is used specifically for the retirement of
athletic building bonds, said John Perovich,
vice president for business and finance.
Scholarships
Perovich said athletic scholarships amount
to about the same as scholastic scholarships.
Sen. Jerry Buckner added that "athletes on
full scholarship can't work except during
vacations. Athletes on half scholarships can't
earn more than the value of the remaining
half." He pointed out that "people with
academic scholarships can work as much as
Pete McDavid
UNM Athletic Director
they want."
Heady said he felt it was unrealistic to ask
McDavid said there are 88 athletic students if the athletic fee should be
contests which students can attend this year. mandatory. He suggested that the question
"I feel it's (the athletic card) a good should ask instead what their response
bargain," he said.
. would be to paying to attend athletic events.
Sen. Dennis Ray pointed out that club He said "I think it's sound to poll students
sports, such as power (weight) lifting, are and the Regents will be interested (to see
not included within the athletic budget and referendum results). But he said he didn't
are funded by ASUNM. "It seems as though want to predict what action the Regents
· would take if students asked that the
we are paying double," he said.
McDavid answered that athletic funds are mandatory fee be removed.
A bill to place a question concerning the
insufficient to cover club sports. He also said
that no money fro:m the department goes to athletic fee is still tabled in Steering
Committee. UNM Regent Calvin Horn. will
women.
be available in the Council room this Friday
Football Key
Alfred Parker; a member of the Athletic ~t 1 p.m. for further discussion of the
Council, said, "a successful football program mandatory fee question with the general
is the key to supporting other minor and public..
In other action, Senate voted to allocate
club sports." Football brought in $412,000
$226
for a Spring Celebration of life open to
last year while minor sports brought a total
UNM
students and the general public Mar.
of $3400. Baseball garnered $344,000.
Sen. James Chavez asked, Hfsn 't it a myt~ 19 in Johnson field from sunrise to sunset.

Neat Trash

Trash, left by Yale Park uaers,
is one of the biggtst problema
faC?ing the proposed "people's
patrol." Centl:al Ave. merchants
have asked that the park be cloeed
because of the many traltllienta
who uae the park a& a refuge.

College Councils Ou.tlin.ed
In what has been labeled a
move to "increase graduate
student participation in GSA" the
new administration headed by
Ray Schowers will call for the
formation of college councils.
Other proposals to be presented
to the GSA Council include an
interdisciplinary retreat, and
travel allocations.
The college council bill calls for
committees made up of grndullfe
students in each of the
departments within a college.
Although it has been criticized
because of the possibility of
weakening GSA, Schowers said,
u'rhe idea is not to break it apart.
It is a strengthening feature for
GSA., The councils would be
subordinate to the Council.
The major purposes of the
college councils are to increase
graduate student pru:ticipation in
GSA, communication between
students of different disciplines,
and to allocate funds to graduate
students for professional trave1.
The money allocated to the

.colleges would be approximately
l/8 to 1h of the budget!! GSA
retaining the l'est for other
committments.
"Individual colleges can handle
their own areas much better than
a committ6e of the whole,"
Schowers continued.
"There are inequities in the
presertt system. Some colleges
receive little direct benefit from
whnt they give."
GSA Council has been plagued
this year with problems- in
deciding how much and to what
department money should go fol.'
travel e~penditures.
As now worded the bill would
allow GSAC to "set aside, void ot
modify" any action o£ any college
council."
The college councils are
ubound to act within the
constitutions and by-Jaws ot the
GSA and may not nullify, amend,
extend or otherwise modify any
action of the GSAC," without its
permission.

Highlands U. Student Wins
Las Vegas City Council Seat
Compiled from
Daily Inbo Sources
Only one of 14 young political
hopefuls won in Tuesday's
municipal elections throughout
the state, ·
L e R o 'Y . F • Sa n c he z , a
26-year-old Highlands University
student; was elected to a city
council seat in Las Vegas. Sanchez
defeated incumbent Robert
Burger by a 227 vote margin.
Sanchez pulled 1900 votes, Burge~:
1673.
Sanchez, who used friends to
conduct a door to door campaign.
e:redited the support of Highland$
students for his win.
In other races around the state
young people entered margins of
loss ranged from a narrow 102
vote margin in the Eunice
mayorality race, to n 5952 vote

win for the incumbent mayor in
Roswell.
ln Eunice, incumbent Mayor
Matriatto Stephens won 383 votes.
Challenger Michael Webb, a
19-year-old student, picked up
281 votes.
Roswell Mayor Bill Brab1erd
polled 6887 votes to 19-year-old
JohnS. Jackson's 935.
Two NM Tech students were
defeated in Socorro's election.
Fritz Laquer failed to win a city
councilman's seat, and Jay Burns
a municipal magistrate's slot.
Incumbent Alamogordo Mayor
Walter Mullins defeated challenget
Stephen Bwwa, a NM State
student.
ln Farmington, incumbent
Mayot ~yd Scott pulled in 3120
votes to 18·year-old Steve
:Barron's 450.
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Cockpit of Empty 'l,WA
Ripped Apart by Bomb

LOBO

Conserve paper-give this paper to a friend

Will Senate Punt?

By United Press International
A bomb ripped apart the
cockpit of an empty Trans World
Airlines jetliner at the Las Vegas
airport early Wedne&day and
another "device" was found
aboard a United Airlines plane in
Seattle.
The explosion in Las Vegas,
which occurred in a plane that
had been searched twice and was
guarded by a deputy sheriff, came
only 18 hours after an
unexploded bomb was discovered
by a german shepherd aboard a
TWA jetliner at Kennedy airport
in New York, apparently part of
an extortion plot to collect $2
million. Both bombs were located
in "generally the same area of the

Ex Cathedra

flight schedule, but pressed the
most exhau:;tive syst!lm·'llride
search in its history for two more
bombs which an extortionist
threatened to trigg!lr.
A TWA spokesman said flights
were delayed an ave~age of 30
minutes due to searches. "An
analysis of our traffic today shows
that we are experiencing
cancellations but the ratio is
modest," an aidine statement
said. "Our advance bookings are
holding firm, in fact are very
encouraging. This pertains to both
domestic and international."

Senate didn't ask any questions. You lecturing the Senate on how the present fee
know why they didn't? Because, they didn't system works and how it works in regard to
know what to ask questions about.
the athletic fee.
lfim Hunter
Last night ASUNM Senate lived up to its
He and Perovich were there, primarily, to
advance billing of "a travesty of a mockery" protect Pete McDavid from any embarrassing
As the presidential election comes near, politicians duck
by trying to quiz President Ferrel Heady, questions. But of course they had no way of the issues. On the recent vote in the U.S. Senate on an
Vice President for Business and Finance· knowing Senate is incapable of asking anti-busing measure, the list of those not voting read like a
John Perovich, Athletic Director Peter embarassing questions unless it's about Who's Who of candidates: Muskie, Humphrey, McGovern,
McDavid and Allied Parker of the Athletic themselves.
and Hartke. They ducked out.
The drama began Tuesday
Council about the effects of abolishing the
t
t
The NIX. on Administration has pledged a "hands-off"
Senate, because it was o a 11 y
morning with an anonymous call
unknowledgeable on the subject, left· the policy towards the controversial subject of busing. AU in all,
mandatory athletic fee.·
to 'fWA's New York headquarters
It was all the four· could do
to
keep
from
C
•tt
the poli"ticians are aw_are that busing could become the maJ· or
directing officials to ·a 25·cent
t
llabl
f't
f
proposal
tabled
in Steering ommi ee.
cockpit," according to an airport locker at the airline's terminal at
rolling on the floor m uncon ro
e I so
issue in the 1972 elections and hope to escape identification
spokesman h• Las Vegas,
K
d ·
t
laughter at what ASUNM's finest were
We agree with Heady when he notes with it. Obviously, their hearts are not in anti-busing.
The FBI, which announced
enne Y aupor ·
discovery of the "device" aboard
In the locker were found two
student opinion has to be gauged, and the
The Secretary of Health, Education and Welfare, Eliot
quizzing them about.
the
UAL
plane
refused
to
disclose
duff~l
bags and a typewritten note
The niceties v:ere there .. ASUNM was total fee picture has to. b~ taken ~to Richardson, is an appointee of Nixon and must do the
.
its
nature.
A
UAL
SJ?()~esm_l\ll~i!i.
__
~rmllg
--~--- ..courteous~p ..untiL theJ.ast.~~. ~nd th;_....accou~t~d-we-sy-mpathize m the-feeli~g-btdding ·of-·his--president-Richa:rdson-has--sa.id-that-HF...w---- - - - a telephone call was received at yrould betha'ilti~W:forru_ruuTW-atA:-siix-lrotu-------.
IJ
•
four left with "thank you's for mVltmg us' that It IS unfortunate that the Athletic maintains a "benevolent neutrality" on the issue of busing.
the airline's San Francisco office mtervals-1 p.m. and 7 p.m.
Tuesday morning after flight 388 Tuesday, 1 a.m. and 7 .a.m.
what they really meant, thank you for not Department has to be the whipping child for What such a policy means in the concrete is that Richardson's
to Seattle left San Francisco. The Wednesday-unless. TWA ~ll~ed
asking any embarassing questions.
being a dependant of an untouchable gravy agency, filled with some of the looniest elements in the
caller demanded $250,000 each of the bags Wlth $1 mlllion
UNM's President did an admirable job of train.
bureaucracy, will temporarily cease its efforts to forse busing.
ransom.
ransom.
In effect, what is occurring is a skillful orchestration by
The plane arrived in Seattle at
The first bomb was defused at
pro-busing politicians iu buLh padi~~> Lu k.eev Lhe is:sue uut uf
11:26 a.m. PST and all pas&;:mgcus Kennedy just 12 minutes uefUli,!
were removed from the aircraft. the 1 p.m. Tuesday deadline. It
the elections. The pro-busing candidates,. including Nixon,
There were no report of injuries. was found by an explosives
apparently intend to strike "statesmanlike" poses on the
The explosion in Las Vegas sniffing police dog in a standard
issue to set a pattern for discourse.
virtually destroyed the forward black attache case marlted "crew"
Mysterious Pose
section of the TWA Boeing 707, in the flight cabin of one of six
but injured no one.
By implication they will try to make those for anti-busing
planes TWA had ordered to make
TWA continued its regular emergency landings.
appear rash, demagogic or unwise. The pro-busing candidates
wish the issue to appear "complex," "a matter for experts to
decide," or something too mysterious to fathom.
It is interesting to note that New Mexico's two senators,
the near-cadaver Anderson and li'l Joe, voted for busing. This
is easy to explain since busing has had a very minor impact in
New Mexico. Nothing has been done in the biggest voting
Ecology Committee
Mountain·Valley Association
district of the state, Bernalillo County, by HEW or the
The
ASUNM
Senate's
ad
hoc
The Mountain-Valley
Justice Department to cause even a ripple of anti-busing
Ecology Committee will meet Association will meet Thursday,
sentiment.
Mar. 10 at 2 p.m. fo hear Mar. 9, at A!buquc:rquc Fcdc~a1
Fed Strategy
suggestions for solutions for the Savings and Loan, 4901 Central,
campus parking problem. Any N.E. at 7 p.m. Two films entitled
The Feds have selectively chosen parts of the country in
interested person is invited to "The Green City" and "Urban
which to push their plans so that liberal politicians from
attend.
Survival" will be shown. The main
states such as New Mexico will not face the problem of
'1'1'1• conun.Utra• - ....,.,..• . t'o~an•t&l
<>oplo- oro- 'diDCUMIOn· Wlll ·be' tHe

By

ICAMJPU§ BRIEF§ I

after UNM Regent Calvin Horn
asked the senators to examine the
problem and present suggestions
to the Regents.

busing "t the IHune time as senators in other states. This leaves

The Center of the World

bema~----Altruism Evil, Not Ethical

By DIANA AMSDEN
The philosophy underlying Ayn
Rand's novels and explicit in her
non-fiction is objectivism, the
philosophy she founded, It is
based on Aristotelian logic, which
she corrects and then applies to
ethics arid politics.
Her books on ethics is entitled
"The Virtue of Selfishness." When
she is asked why she chooses
"selfishness" to denote a virtue
when the word antagonizes so
many people, she replies: "For
the same reason that makes you
afraid of it."
Sidney Hook of the New York
Times did not notice his
self-revelation in his comment:
"But what she really means is that
one should not sacrifice onself for
anyone or anything that is
morally unworthy or
degrading-tr' which none can
object but saints." In other words,
Hook's standard for virtue and
sainthood, lilce that of perhaps
most people, requires irrational,
d(•grading, and masochistic
bPhavior.
C'ain 's tevii'W r(>V!'alR t•qually
muddy thinldn[l: "Th<' only fmce
th;1t t~ould r!t•finitiw•Jv undt>rmim•
Hamlian Pgoth;m is llw Chribti.tn
.<'lqJO:a• of pt·idt•." App,m:ntJy lw
dill not no til'~· t hnt Hand mdmlrs
pl'idt• in lwr liHt of virtm·~• ~ tl!ld
tiM' c:lw !•ffi•I!t.ivPIV dl'molisht•t; Uw
p••t•misPH m1 whi!'h Christianity
(and ntlwr l'l'ligimN) lll't'P<;•;arily
re!;t.

Most of us lmvu unthinkingly
swallowed the popular assumption
that altruism is synonymous with
ethics. 'ro tho extent we were
d<ltcrmincd not to be hypocrites,
that assumption destroyed us~but
Page 2

we may have blamed ourselves
instead of questioning the validity
of our moral code. Rand rejects
altruism as evil because the
concept permits only two choices:
sacrifice others to self, or self to
others. Among altruists, she says,
the only arguments concern who
is to be sacrified to whom.
Rand says: "I am challenging
the cultural tradition of
two-and·a•half ·thousand years."
To my knowledge, no one has
been able to answer that
challenge.
Ayn Rand's book on politics is
entitled "Capitalism: the
Unknown Ideal." She supports
"total separation of state and
economics-in the same way and
for the same reasons as the
separation of church and state,"
that is, laissez·faire capitalism.
According to objectivism, "The
only proper function of the
government is thE' protection of
individual rights: the police
department, to protect men
against criminals; the military
forc<'s, to protect men against
fon~ign invasions; and the law
courts, to setUt• disput<>s." (This
would cut the crinll' rat!' in
Washington, ~inct• most of tlw
erinws ar1• twrp(>lra!Pd hy tlw
l:ovt•t·mlll'llt ).
ludividuai rlnht;> en!all tlw t'il~ht
to pdv..t!;• pi·op ..t·ty. If you ctm!lot
IH•Pp what you han• }ll'Od\l('t•d,
you <II'<' <11•niPd tlw right to lift•. A
ppr;,rm thl' pwduet of whose labor
b tukl'll from him i~ tPclmicallv a
&htvl'. If you cannot exehungc
what you have produced for what
makes you happy, you are denied
the right to the pursuit of
happiness.
·
It follows that taxation is

legalized extortion. The taxpayer
should be compared, not with a
milch·cow (since it does not
produce milk for itself, and
suffers if not milked regularly),
but with the cattle of East Mrica,
whose blood is used for food, the
cattle being bled periodically.
Since the amount taken must be
short of the amount that would
cause serious discomfort, it is
necessary to have enough cattle.
This is the meaning of ''a broader
tax-base," and the principle
underlying the proposed national
sales tax. Any question you might
havl' concerning who really ovms
your income is answerl'd if your
tax return is questioned. It is you,
not the government, who bears
the burden of proof.
"Every monopoly was always
the product of a government
action, the granting of a special
f1·anchise or subsidy that closed
the field to eompt!tition," for
eimmple, Ma Bell, the post office,
city buses, and the closed shop.
'fh e government controls that
hurt any sector of the economy
WI' re sought by theat ;;ector,
gE• nl!rally by h.•ss l'fficil'nt
lll!'filbt>rs trying to force
competitors down to tlwit' level:
\Vhile Nader's fussing OVI'i" his
l'Omff<!J;ps gE'b publicity worth n.
fo I' t tnw-with ',\:a:;hill!lton ·s
hlp;;sm~: bec:,m;<• hubill(•;;s 1~11ts tlw
brunt of tfw attack, whilt•
~~ovPrnnHlnt is Cl'itici<led it•:;t
t•mmeh, tlm d!Jht of Pitilt•n•• to hP
practical in thl'ir 1·oie as
consumers is seriously violated by
government-imposed tariffs,
duties, and subsidies, Mch of
which hurts everyone involved
except those who sought it.

some legislators free to vote their "convictions" while
elsewhere people like Proxmire have to play it cool.
(Proxmire, a fanatical liberal, voted for anti-busing recently.
The biggest city in his state has been a battle-ground of
busing strife.)
Busing no doubt will come to New Mexico and
Albuquerque in time. The elements are present for it, as
much as in Michigan or Virginia. We have predominantly
WASP suburban schools and inner-city "de facto"
segregation. Some of our sehoo!s are better, newer, cleaner
than others. In short, there is "inequality" of education in
New Mexico. Yet, the Feds haven't made a move. Perhaps
they do not want to see a nationwide backlash; they wish
reactions to be kept local, sporadic.
Wallace Candidacy
The joker in the game is Wallace of Alabama. Wallace is
·running for president, and believes he can win. He sees busing
as the issue which will most effectively bring home to voters
his antipathy to Washington bureaucrats, "pointy headed
intellectuals," and the Supreme Court.
Wallace is playing a shrewd game. His language has been
toned down from the past and he attempts to present himself
as a true concensus figure, a moderate who represents the
middle-class. Wallace hopes that his views will come to be
accepted by the working-class, mid-western farmers,
suburbanites and middle-America in general. He does not try
to woo the intelligensia, the giant corporations, or the
electronic media of his acceptability.
Success Danger
The danger is that Wallace •.vill succeed. By failing to
adequately represent the middle-class, the establishment in
both parties has become too narrow. It now tends tu
represent pressure groups, rich corporate powers, and labor
monopolists. Both parties are out of touch with the true
center of American life. They are content with token
expressions of the American ethos, but not substantive
policy.
By failing to confront the issue of busing, and to recognize
the latent danger from this utterly mechanistic manipulation
of school children, the politicians of the estatilishment make
Wallace a real threat. Their attempts to duck out of the moral
implications of busing will, in the end make them enemies to
all side;;. Hueh a policy i~ not '\~Pntrht" but suidde.
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File 5800
File 5800, a central registry for
reporting suspected child abuse in
Bernalillo County, will begin
receiving calls on a 24-hour hot
line this week.
Anyone who suspects serious
mistreatment of a child-including
physical or mental abuse, neglect
or abandonment-is urged to call
268-5800 to report the details.

Go
There will be informal Go
playing sessions on Mar. 9 starting
around 7 p.m. in the Union
lounge. Lessons _in playing
techniques will be given if there is
any demand.

Square Dance
Wagon Wheels Square Dance
Club will meet Mar. 9, 7·9 p.m. in
room 184 of Johnson Gym. No
partners or experience needed.

Calling U ;

Cultural Events

Tbunday, March 9,1972
Young Democrats; Union, voter
registration table; 10 a.m.
Library Committee; Union, room·
231-C; noon.
Christian Science Organization;
Union, room 230; 5:30p.m.
Film Committee; Union, theater, 6

Tonight the UNM Wind
Ensemble will perform in concert
at 8:15p.m. in Popejoy Hall. '
·-~~-

lMlt..

s·p.w., 10 v.w.

Dean of Students; Union, room 253;
7p.m.
l{ettes: Union, room 231•A; 7 p.m.
Young Democrats; Union, room
250.C; 7 p.m.
Chess Club; Union, room 231-C;
7:30p.m.
Circle 1{; Union, room 231·B: 7:30
p.m.
Orlhodox Bah:U Clu~· Union, room
25o-E; 7:30p.m.
VESPA ANSWERS TODAY'$
BIGGEST PROBLEMS

Ecology • Economy
Transportation

Joan Baez's husband David
Harris, a draft resister recently
released from prison, will give a
lecture at 8 p.m. in the
Anthropology lecture hall free to
UNM students, faculty and staff.

'
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l
t
t

Italian Sandwicht.'S
Steaks
RHO Ribs
l

L

Exhaust and noise pollutants almo"st

•

tm~f '\'OUr

fa·c~rite (/rink~) . _

1
t
1
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905 Yale S.E.

Thursday, March 9, 1972
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Free IP-EEIJ IIEAIJIIII Lessons!

TODAY
4:30 and 7:30 p.10.
at

1...... ·~:~::~ .. ...
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NEW MEXICO LOBO

proposed Environmental
Observers Taskforce.

enhrefy eliminated • Safe. maneuverable,
and need~ little npace to park • Pennoes
a day for gas and maorltenanco • Choose

•rom 5

modlll~

53gg to $599

White Winroek
Motot•lttn
.
Ill

"'Wn:;~mea~~orn~ @~®"M!:el."

E~~1f)~
READING DYNAMICS
e.301 San
Pedro NE
---~
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Call 265-6761
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Tommies
Pose

Celebration
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of

r~

Spring

. '.

T • 1,.

:.,:,

.tflSrl

As the sun rises on ~eh 19, it
will be greeted by singing,
dancing, kites, fJ:isbees, bub"oles,
costume$, and banners.
The celebration will last from
dawn to du1,1k on John!lOn Field as
t·hose interested offer gifts to
Mother Earth and share organic
foods with their brothers and
sisters.
This CE'lebratioli of springtime
symbolizes the earth being
revitalized by the season. of
seasons as our energies are
restored said Gordon Andrews
who is one of the organizers of
the event.
"If people bring organic food
there will be plenty to share with
eve:.:yone," said Andrews.
Andrews may be cont!lcted for
further infor~mtion at 277-5202.
Before dawn a hot air balloon
will be placed so that the llglat of
the rising sun will strike it and
thus increase the expectation of

Threat
By JIM KLUKKERT
Alternative Feature Service
Incidents such as the "Bloody
Sunday" deaths of 16 Irishmen in
Derry are only the most dramatic
of the contin1,1ing terror and
violence in Northern Ireland. To
take a night wlllk in the F.all&
Road section of Belfast is to
chance a bottle, a beating or a
bullet,
Any resident is at all times
subject to a!'l'est and internment
without tdal; torture or the loss
of home, family, or livelihood is
not uncommon.
But it
Republican

•

..

e

Springfield, or other
working class areas. It is the forces
of order: the British Army.
Special Powers
Under the Special Powers Act
of 1922, the Minister of Affairs is
authc.rizcd to;>

t~k<>

,...,rt<\in

~t~ps

in

times of civil disorder.
Specifically, the :rights to an arrest
warrant, trial, writ of habeus
corpus, prison visitation or legal
representation, and protection
against self-incrimination, are all
suspended for persons suspected
of subversion.
Meetings or processions also
may be forbidden, curfews are set,
and films, newspapers, and
phonograph records may be
censored. Authorities are also
empowered to arrest and intern
without trial people doing

FACTORY
OUTLET
SPECIAL GROUP
MENS AND LADIES
LEATHER JACKETS
VzOFF
Located Behind Pioneer Wear
1718 Yale Blvd. SE
"Fatuous Name Brands at
Lower Than Possible l'riccs

SELF-IMMOLATION
anything contrary "to the
preservation of peace or the
mRiilt.Pn!'lncA of order."
The 1922 act in effect gives the
Army almost unlimited power to
hit hard at the Catholic
population, Barricades and
outposts surround each ghetto;
nightly "arms raids" and
internment sweeps keeps the
community on edge.
While Catholics at one time
welcomed the British troops as
peacekeepers, the selective nature
of the repressive tactics employed
has engendered uniform hostility
towards the Army, and the
government it represents.
Not Anti-Catholic
The average soldier is not
anti-Catholic, though by now he
hlll'bors 2t least somA hostility
towards all Irish, both Catboiic
and Protestant alike, But the
policies he serves are violently
anti-Catholic, as Westminster
seeks to shore up the discredited
Unionist government.
Roots
The roots of the conflict reach
back to the 18th century, when
Protestant Scots loyal to the
Crown were introduced into rebel
Ulster to pacify the 'l'P~istance
there.

'l'he notion of P1·otestant
supremacy is still very much alive
in Northern Ireland today,
championed by the Umomst
Party-" A Protestant Government
for a Protestant People." The
party, dominated by industrial
interests, has often invoked
sectarian hatred between
Catholics and Protestants to
maintain its working class
Protestant support.
Under pressure .from
Westminster, the liberal regime of
Terence O'Neil made some
attempts to remodel Ulster
politics in the mid-60's. The aim
was to make the government more
acceptable to the South, setting
the stage for a more profitable
relationship between the whole of
I:raland and British, North
American, and Continental
economic interests.
Forced Out
O'Neil, however, accomplished
two

things:

he whetted the

its own ec:onomic aims in Ireland.
Labor leader Harold Wilson
revealed as much in his peace
proposals of lw.L D .....,wl.JG when
he called for the reunification of
Ireland within the
Commonwealth. This plan, on the
surface an attempt to placate
nationalists, is actually in the
interests of international
capitalism.
It would ease the financial
drain on the British treasury by
ending welfare payments to the
North where unemployment rages
at eight per cent ( 35 per cent for
Catholics); it would also insure
continued favorable conditions
for investment.
Common Market
The IRA, as well as Protestant
working class leaders, like the
Reverend Ian Paisley, are united
in their rejection of Irish entry
into the Common Market. With its
regulations that facilitate transfer
or capital, labor, and resources
across international boundaries,
the Common Market favors the
more advanced industrial states.
Since Ireland is largely
unde·velopcd and without
protective tariffs, Irish industry
cannot ~ompete with Continental
interests. It will be some time, for
example, before Irish fishermen
could have the technical
advantages of Frencli and German
boats.
Rural Life
Irish rural life, too, would be
destroyed under the" Common
Market "Mansholt Plan," which
would consolidate small Irish
farms (which average 40 acres in
size) into large 200-acre estates.
Thousands Wol.lld be forced off
the land.
Emigration, which has so often
been the choice of the poor,
would be the only solution for
many working families who would
eventually be forced to relocate in
the Ruhr.
.
It is no w'ondt!r that the
"Official" (Marxist-Leninist) IRA
refers to "Federalism," and other

appetite of the people for :real
reform, and he alienated the
Unionist Party right wing, which
felt that its patronage system was
threatened. Between the civil
rights movement and the Unionist
right wing, O'Neil was forced out.
With the failure of liberalism in
Northern Ireland, died the hopes
of .surmounting the sectarian
policies of the Union Party.
Rather than being gentl1 pushed
~o a quiet, dignified demise,
Unionism, With the blessings of
Stormont and Westminster, was
revived in order to split, and thus
frustrate the Protestant·Catholic
civil rights alliance.
·
First deployed in August 1969
as peacekeepers between police
and Protestant mobs on one hand,
and Catholics on the other, the
British Army has been used
against the Catholics by
Westminster since the July 1970
Battle of the Lower Falls. These
attacks on the Catholic minority
stirred religious hatred and
marshalled Protestant opinion on
those occasions when support for
the upper class leadership waned.
Fish Brain
These attacks reflect not so much
Leo S. Demski, assistant
Britain's anti-Catholic sentiments,
as its unwillingness to compromi!!e professor of anatomy 1 will talk on
the "Behavioral Effects of
Electrical Stimulation of the Fish
Brain" on March 10 at 9:30 a.m.
in biology 139.

Wind :Ensemble

In!:! ian Jewelry
OLDTOWN

Having Trouble Writing Home~

lfave the Lobo Do It For You!
One Tear -- $J.OO
All you need to do to have the LOBO mailed to your home is
send $7.00 to: LOBO, UNM P.O. Box 20, University o£ New
Mexico, Albuquerque, New Mexico, 87106 or come by the
office, Joumalism building, room 205 at the corner of Central
and Yale.
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The UNM Wind Ensemble Will
appear in concert March 9 at 8:15
p.m. at Popejoy Hall.

TEACHERS

TEACHERS

Counselors

Administrators

proposed solutions relying on
international framewol·ks, as "the
final solution." As its rebuttals
::how, thf' "Pmvi~innal" (Social
Democratic) IRA is quite aware of
these factors. A recent Provisional
IRA statement said that the Irish
"have more in common with the
developing countries than we have
with the rich club of former
colonial powers."
Agreement
Not so, however, with the
ruling Fianna Fall government of
Eire. Prime Minister Lynch
(known in socialist circles as
"Union Jack") has long been an
advocate of such international
agreements.
But Ireland's economy has only
become more and more tied to
British capital and marltets.
},ollowing the Anglo-Irish Trade
Agreement of 1965, Ireland
became Britain's third best
customer. The Irish economy is so
integrated with the British that
both currencies are directly
exchang$1ble.
Tax Concessions
Tax free concessions, and in
some cases grants, are available to
foreign corporations to entice
them to invest in Eire; with these
advantages, North American
interests virtually control the
potential. mining bonanza in
recently discovered deposits of
lead, zinc, copper, magnesium and
other ores.
The Free State is much thriftier
in its domestic policies; social
benefits by-and-large do not begin
to compare with the British
we 1fare system. Protestant
workers in the North are well
aware of this and are reluctant to
renounce these benefits.
The "Otficial" IRA have been
agitating in Eire's slums to correct
this situation, but fundamental
change is years away. They also
are working to change the
Constitution, which favors the
Roman Catholic Church, and to
end sectarian bias.
It will not be possible to reach
a lasting accord if it is negotiated
among the Wilson-Heath -Lynch
crowd; the only permanent
Stllution will come through talks
between the genuine
representatives of the Irish
people-the IRA's and leaders of
the Protestant working class.

New Mexico
DAILY LOBO
Vol. 75
No. 106
Box 20, University P.O., UNM,
Albuquerque, N.M. 87106
Editorial Phone (505) 2774102, 277•4202;
Advertising 277-4002
The Dally New Mexica Lobo is
pUblished Monday through Friday
every !regUlar week Of the Univer•
slty year by the Boatd of Student
Publications of the University of
New Mexico, and is not :financially
associated with UNM. Second class
postage paid at Albuqerque, New
Mexico 87106. Subscription rate is
$7 for the academic year.
The opinions expressed on the
editorial pages of The Dally Lobo
are those of the author solely, Un·
signed opinion is that of the edi·
torial board of 'l'he Daily Lobo,
Nothing Ptlnted in The Dally Lobo
necessarily represents the v!~ws of
the University of New Mexico.

(Bilingual-Bic::ultvrai-Spanish/English)

Tony M. Gonz(lles is recruiting for the
San Frdncisco Bay Area.
Thurs., March 9; 2 p.m. to 5 p.m.

Fri., March 10; 9 a.m. to 5 p.m.
Sat., March 11; 10 a.m. to 12 Noon
Fout Seasons Hotel-Albuquerque
•

NEW MEXICO LOBO

Native t~;ees will
further landscape the doJ~mittol:·ies
in honor of the occasion.
Entertainment for the day will
include American Indian dancers,
European folk dancers, black
spiritual siuge~;s, rock bands,
Flamenco dancers, and
dramatizations of~~~===
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English. Department Tests Freshmen
The writing skills of this
semester's incoming freshmen

!>avo bcon tQR~<>d by

the :J:l:1,"1!!1R)l

department to determine whether
they are equipped to enter the
College of Arts and Sciences.
About 500 students were
tested, said Paul Davis, director of
the freshman English division.
Later, the grades will be
correlated with ACT scores to
determine what score
automatically qualifies a student
for Arts and Sciences entrance, he
said.

Davis is "sure of success" in the
progr:am and estimal.es about GO
per cent of the freshmen will have
to be retested.
This is a fairly cotnmon
practice in other universities, he
said, but is usually used as a
placement device to decide what
level courses would be required.
In essence, the new

system would be "a way to
reconcile the demand that

mod(lrn and claJIIIical lanlluo.ttes in

sl;udenbl bow how to write."

Reading Program Given Grant
The Navajo Reading Program at

Young, who recently retired

UNM has received a grant of after serving over 30 years with
$20,000 which will be used for the BIA, is co-director of the
developing and producing reading
textbooks in Navajo.
Robert Young1 co·director of
the project, said the funds from
the Bureau of Indian Affairs will
be used to produce books for first
grade Navajo children who do hOL
speak English.

The books will allow the
children to r~ad in their own
language and then transfer their
reading skills to speaking and
reading English,
Navajo 'education students at
UNM designed the books, After
the books have been used, a
conference will be called to
evaluate their effectiveness.

project with Harry Gradman of
the College of Education.
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ATTENTION
Elementary Education Maiors
Students who have successfully completed COE
Screening should apply for 1972-73 Student
Teaching at these times:
Junior Block; March 15, Senior lJiock; March 16,
7:30p.m.Rm.105 (COE} 7:30p.m.Rm.103 (COE)
Thursday, March 9,19'i2

I1

Chilean Professor

Ricardo Benavides, visitina
professor from Indiana and Chile
will speak on "Chile Hacia un
neo-Socialismo?" at 7:30 p.m.
on Thursday in the International
Center, 1808 Las Loma11 NE.

.-----•,

~OUOPMENT

Tho AUDIO SHOWCASE OF NEW MEXICO!

Photo by Kyle Stewart

ON8 STOPt fOR. ALt. VOOit 1-TEIIIEO NEID&

requirement is somewhat like the
method used in the department of
which a student may fulfill Arts
and Sciences requirements by
proving be is able to pass upper
division courses, Davis said.
The program was devised by an
ad hoc committee of the College
of which Davis was the only
department of English .member.
After the new requirements
permitting a student to select
courses in five fields out of a
listing of six, many educators
were afraid students would opt
out or English couroea without
developing writing skills necessary
in all courses, be explained.
The new program also allows a
student to take up to nine ho<trs
in English 101, wltieh under the
present system, would be a total
of three semester credits.
Davis said he thought the

+
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in town
Henry's Drive-In
1 6 Central9 am to ll am·

The Associated Students tJNM

THE UNIVERSITY OF NEW MEXICO

POPEJOY HALL
l

and the Cultural Program Committee

Present
The One and Only

Ballet
Folklorica
of Mexico

ADDED MATINEE
Monday, April 10-3:00 p. m.
Tickets: $7.00, 6.50. 6.00, 5.00, 4.00
UNM students with Activity Tickets~lh price

Only a few tickets are
available for the evening performance
Telephone now- 277-3 I 21
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'Sweet Arnie• Confident About Lobos

Arnold T. Marzullo Bolsters Lobo Pitching

Key Witness Testifies
In Berrigan Trial
HARRiSBURG, :Pa, (UPI)-The
government's key witness testified
Wednesday that he was gathering
information on the Rev. Philip
Berrigan weeks before the FBI
recruited him to spy on
the antiwar priest.
Boyd F. Douglas, 31, a fellow
inmat!'! of Berrigan's in 1970 at
the Lewisburg Federal
Penitentiary, turned FBI
informant when caught smuggling
letters between Berrigan and a
nun, also charged in a plot to
kidnap Henry A. Kissinger, a
presidential aide.
Letter Copies
Douglas telltified earlier he
started making copies of the
letters to protect himself in the
event he was caught. Under
intense questioning by defense
attorney Paul O'Dwyer the
ex-convict admitted he planned to
give the letters to the FBI even
though he was not found out,
The letter
crux of the

FBI on everyone I knew were
radicals or leftists," he said.
Do'Uglns named three inmates
and Richard Drinnon, chairman of
the history department at
Bucknell University, where
Douglas attended classes in 1970
as part of a prison-study release
program. ·
Douglas, who spent seven years
in various prisons for forging
$60,000 worth of checks and
assaulting an FBI agent,
confirmed the government paid
him more than $9000 to be an
informer.
Bucknell Expenses
He said he spent the money on
expenses while attending Bucknell
and for living expenses when he
was released from Lewisburg 14 ·
months ago.
Douglas said he lived in Omaha,
!'feb., Tucson and :Phoenix, Ariz.,
and Des Moines, Iowa, moving
often to "hide from the press."
He told
he now

dnap and plans to blowup the "movement" ·who want to
underground utility tunnels in punish him for turning informer.
"What do you mean by the
Washington and raid draft boards
movement?" O'Dwyer asked.
in nine states.
"Panthers, SDS, all of them to
"It was my intent," Douglas
said, ''to make sure in the future me are considered the
mov1?mentt'' Dcu{Jl:l~ ~epllcd.
thP FHI harl thi~ information "
"And that's what you feel
"At any specific time?"
threatened by . . . Catholics,
O'Dwyer asked.
'
''Not specifically-when I felt I :Panthers, SDS?" O'Dwyer asked.
"And the nuts in this country"
had enough evidence," he xeplilld.
'
"So you were collecting Douglas said.
information for the FBI without
their knowledge or consent?"
"That is correct."
Other Persons
Douglas said after he turned
informer he gathered information
about other persona besides the
The UNM chapter of Mortar
defendants.
Board, national senior women's
"I furnished information to the honorary, is selecting members for
next year. Selections are on basis
SAVE UP TO $400
of scholarship, services and
leadership, with a GPA of at least
ON YOUR (IIEW M/CVCLI: AND
TOUR EUROPE!
3.25 required.
Candidates must have
Buy new BSA, TRIUMPH; NORTON.
completed no less than 70 hours
TAX FREE from one of England's or more than 100.
oldest dealers- Est : 50 yea!s. Huge
lnformation sheets have been
stock too of guaranteed used models mailed to all eligible women and
at England's lowest prices. Fulllnsut- are to be returned to the Mortar
ance for Europe & Shipment back to Board Box in the Union, to the
office of the dean of students, or
U.S.A.arranged~or we guarantee repurchase Write now for full detarls to the main desk of Coronado
by Monday,
George Clarke (Motors) Lrmited, 136· Hall
Those eligible who have not
156 Bnxton Hill, London, s.W .2 Eng. received information sheets can
Tel •. 01-674 3211
•
pick them up at Coronado Hall
main desk.
For further information
contact Margaret Harvey
277-2952, or Claudia Hendricks
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Mort'ar Board
Selections
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·ARLINGTCNt V:::RMCUIT

255·369~.

Convergences

PUNCHCARD

Gheorghi Marinescu of the
University of Bucharest in
Romania will hold a colloquium
March 9 on "Linear Convergences
Spaces" in the department of
mathematics and statistics In
Marron Hall, room 108 at 3:30
p.m.

RETRIEVAL
KITS now
at your
book

200 pun<:llcards (5" x 8"), code cards,
sorting rods, instructions, file box
Optional notcller •••• , , • , •••.• $5.85
Refill packs (50 cards) •• , ••• , • $1.95

v--:

ALIFESAVER
FOR PEOPLE WHO
ARE DROWNING
IN lHEIR OWN
NOTES

,..
11'

Undergraduates
Faculty
Graduate
Students
Administration
Many Others

Self contained • liaht • simple-makes
all other tilinl systems obsolete
• Saves 90% of time oow spent scorch·
lng, $Canning, ret!Hng, duplicating
notes • No need to limit yourself to
one topic per card, nor to keep notes
in any special order • Retrieve notes,
facts, ideas Instantly, no matter now
scatttred • Cross·index autolllotically
E:ACH DECK DESIGNED FOil
A SPECIFIC PURPOSE

Paper/Thesis Deck: for course and term
papers, theses and compiling the lit·
erature.
·
studyfReview Deck: for class work and
exam review lor all courslil notes.
Research Deck: for research data in
~ciences, arts, humanities.
Al<;o ask about IIIEDICI\1./SURGICAL
DECK: for medical students, house

olficers, practicing physicians and
surr;eons. Includes :;mo punchcards,
',lkH~•al codinG !JY:,tem, rods, instrue ..

~oo./
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Discount
/0 on all
DRYCLEANING

'

Si!dentslltfaculty

J

Coin-op
~ also availoble
..,
DUKE CITY CLEANERS
2219 Lead SE
266·4333
(2 blocks South of Campus
between Harvard and Yale)
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Available

Hare KrislL11a

Kyle

In its travels, the Hare Krishna makes its annlUll stop in Albuquerque
on the campus mall. Pictured is Michael Quinn a "Servant of God" as
he chants in traditional Hare Krishna style.

College of Education Hosts Conference
The College of Education will
be the host of a one·day
workshop-conference March 11
on Cultural Awareness in Early
Childhood Education focusing on
Chicano, Native American and
Black classroom experiences for
all persons involved in
kindergarten and day care
programs.
The COE's assistant dean for
special projects, Paul Resta, is the
program chairman of the
workshop-conference.
"The conference is a vehicle
whose purpose is to get all t~e

Art Show Scheduled·
An eldlibition of paintings and
sculpture by six members of the
UNM art education faculty will
open Sunday at Jonson Gallery.
Artists represented are Donald
Mcintosh, acrylic paintings; Frank
McCulloch, paintings showing
value and color relationships;
Philip :Peterson, high·keyed, very
simple abstract paintings; James
Srubek, simple, highly finished
sculpture forms; Neal Townsend,
complex structm:e; and Beverly
Vogel, bold, broadly painted
paintings.
The exhibition will open with a
reception from 3 to 6 p.m.
Sunday. It will continue through
Aprit 7.

$8200 :to

p eo pie interested in early afternoon on working with
childhood education together. It children in the classroom, research
will be an opportunity for these in early childhood learning
people to interact with each other environments, bilingual education,
and 1 hope it will not be a one Black awareness and Native
shot thing. If it is, it's not worth American music. The focus will be
it. The importance of this on Chicano, Native American and
workshop·co.nference extends Black classroom experiences.
beyond a one day happening," he
There are five orgJilnizations
said.
sponsoring the workshop-confer·
'l'he two part schedule will ence besides the COE. The
begin with addresses by. Vice Student National Education
President for Academic Affllirs Association, ISRAD, Albuque:que
Chester C. Travelstead, Lieutenant Public Schools, Southwestern
Governor Roberto A. Mondragon Cooperative Educational
and the director of Cultural Laboratory and Economic
Awareness Center, John A. Opportunity Board's Head Start
Aragon. Following tbe addresses, are working with the COE on the
Nate B. Archuleta, UNM; Euola workshop-conference.
Cox, Albuquerque Public Schools;
Although there is no charge for
and Joseph S. Sando,
South we stern Cooperative participation in the workshop
Educational Laboratory will Resta has had to limit tru;
present a panel on Cultural enrollmen~. Over 400 participants
Awareness in Early Childhood have applied but Resta said only
350 will be. accepted on a
Education.
Workshops will be held in the first•come first-serve basis.

'Feminism' Hits Four Buildings
Spray-painted signs reading
"feminl!!m liv('s" or two
interlocked symbols for women
were found on four campus
structures yesterday.
The signs, in light blue and red
paint, were painted on the wall
around the Mall fountain, the sign
near thP. front entrance of Carlisle
Gym, Ortega Hail and on the
journalism building,
Don Altergott, :Physical Plant
dispatcher, told the Dail~ Lobo he
had received no reports on signs
other than t~~se four.

Hand Crafted Jewelry
Gold and Sterling
CAl\OCHO:'\S
1'.\CETED STO:'\Jo:S, :1.11:'\l~RAI.S

B & B LAPIDARY
:l:!H S.\:-o. HUI'E :-.. \\

!! J7.~;13

''There was a lot of t11is a
couple o£ years ago, but not much
lately," he said, adding that he
sends out paint crews to paint
over the signs "as soon as
possible."
A campus Police spokesman
said that office had no report on
the defacement incidents.

Gourntet Cooking
A six·week course, Gourmet
Cooking for Men, will begin
March 14, meeting Tuesday
evenings from 6:30 to 9:30;
Instruction includes barbecue
salads, soups and chowders.
'
The class size will be limited
Registration is at the Continuing
Education Center at Yale and
Lomas N.E. Nancy Weaver will be
the instructor.

WAC c bam pion B YU
dominated the final conference
team basketball statistics for WAC

the Pacific Coast Athletic
Association.
The Cougars had the biggest

players took three out of four
individual titles.
BYU finished with a 12·2
conference record, after closing
out the season with a 61·60
victory over UNM. Coach Stan
Watts' squad begins the first
rouna of NCAA tournament play
with a game this Saturday against
Long Beach State, .champion of

games, a 9.3 spread. They
averaged 81.0 points a game to tie
ASU for first place in that
department, while holding their
WAC opponents to an average of
71.7, which gave them a tie with
Wyoming. Texas·El Paso, which
accepted a bid to the NIT
Monday, lead the conference in
yielding the fewest points per

gc:.:rueiJ only, whll"' Arl...,na Stat. _ coo.orh>lt-- >nllY1Jin. in. <><>n£e.:con-
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Little Captures 1VIVP, Spirit P.t.\Vards

I

At Annual Basketball Banquet

I
1

qI

I

J

Hustling Harold Little was the
big winner at the New Mex:ico
awards banquet Tuesday night.
Little picked off two of the
four trophies awarded to the
basketball team. Harold was
selected as the team's most
valuable player and also earned
the Lobo Club spirit and devotion
a war d f o r d c v o t i o 11 and
leadership.
The MV:P award that Little won
was voted by the members of tl;.e
news media and coaching staff.
Little's teammates selected the
Lobo Clu!J spirit award. it was the
first time the award was
presented.
Mike Faulkner and Tommy
Roberts won awards for the
second year in a row.
Faulkner captured the most
'Valuable defensive player award
for the second time in his
two-year Lobo career. In addition
Faulkner was the Lobos leading
scorer this year with a 16.4 points
per game average.

The free throw percentage
award went to New Mexico's
nationally recognized foul :~bot
artist, Tommy Roberts. Tommy
set a school record with an 87.4
percentage from the line.
Lobo head coach Bob King had
a comment about Harold Little's
amazing turnabout this season.
The senior from Atlanta, Georgia
was in King's doghouse last season
for a variety of reasons. Said
King: "Of all the young men l'\'e
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baseball fortunes
Former Yankee great
Richardson took over the
Gamecoclr..s helm in Marzullo's
sophomore season and trouble
began. Arnie and Richatdson
didn't see eye to eye on baseball
philosophy and Marzullo hardly
played. his soph<>more year.
Arnold Marzullo transferred to
New Mexico after that experience
and he promptly had to undergo
another disheartening venture for
Climb Up To The Finest
an athlete: redshirting. This is the
year the transfer student cannot
compete and Arnie sums it up
simply by saying, "I hated it.
What was worse was I thought I
could have helped the team.''
1.87 E.R.A.
Marzullo got plenty of
in free throw percentage, despite
having the two leading free throw
shooters in the conference, and
seventh Jn field goal percentcge.
The Lobos averaged 65.8 points
per WAC game. Their opponents
averaged the same number of
points agairurt UNM.
Individually, Stovall took two
titlea-conference scoring leader
and conference rebounding leaqe~1
In both departments the 6 4
forward finished ahead of
Kresimir Cosic, the 6'10" center
of BYU. Stovall scored at an
average of 22.2 points for the
Courteen conference games; Cosic
averaged 19.9 a game. Stovall
rebounded at a 14.1 averaged
Courteous service with.
compared to Cosic's 12.7.
a.
complete line of 11tOU'!I.Stovall averaged 27,4 points per
t4inecring peat.
contest over the second half of
the WAC season to overtake
Coslc. The senior Sun Devil
averaged 28.3 points in WAC
games at Tempe and led ASU to
an undefeated season at home.
Other individual leaders were
seen turn things around Harold Lobo Tommy Roberts in free
1406 EUBANK BLVD., N.f!.
stands above them all." '
throw
84.8%,
King also had some kind words
for the entire squad which
finished with a 15•11 record. He
said that the 1972 team worked
harder than any team he has been
associated with in his 25 years or
coaching.
The featured speakers at the
annual banquet were Oklahoma
City Coach Abe Lemons and
former Lobo great Mel Daniels.
(11nd mo:rc arrh>ing daily)

It's a
surprlslllg that
Marzullo is part of and making a
major contribution (three earned
runs in 15 innings J>itched) to the
Lobo cause as a pitcher. Although
he's been playing baseball since
the age of six, Arnie neve;r started
pitching until he was 15.
Back when Marzullo was a hard
throwing high school kid who
couldn't throw strikes. That i~>
until White Sox hurler Billy Pierce
got hold of him. Pierce taught
Arnie how to get his errant bullets
over the plate and now control is
one of Marzullo's best assets.
Arnie also credits Lobo head
mentor Bob Leigh with his
development as a hurler. Leigh has
added a new pitch to Arnie's
repertoire: tho knuckle curve.
game. In fact, the Miners by
holding their opponents to 59,9
points per game broke the
previous record of 60.2 set by
UNMin 1964.
BYU proved to be the best
shooters from both the field and
the free throw line. The Cougars
hit on 48.9% of their field goals,
while UTEP finished a distant
second with their 46.8% field goal
percentage. The Cougars edged
UTEP in free throw percentage
72.3% to 71,8%. ASU, led by Paul
Stovall, took the rebounding title.
The Sun Devils hauled down 624
caroms compared to the second
place Cougars 582.
UNM finished fifth among
WAC schools in rebounding, fifth
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Southpaw Arnie Marzullo is
currently Coach Bob Leigh's
premier pitcher. The southpaw
from Evergreen Park, W. bas
yielded but three earned runs in
15 innings pitched for New
Mexico in his first two outings of
the IJPAISOn.

Marzullo
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competition last summer when be
played semi·pro ball with the
Kankankee, Illinois Chiefs, He
re{;istered a l0·2 record with a
sparkling ).,87 E.R.A. His
performances for New Mexico so
far have been along those same
lines.
The competitor Mar:z;ullo
admits that he la satisfied with his
performance, but "you can always
do better."
A complete pitcher, according
to the Marzullo theory, needs to
be able to outsmart, overpower,
and outfines~>e the hitter. He
places a great deal of importance
on being a "smart pitcher, not a
thrower."
Arnie just love;:;. pitching from
the left side. The southpaw likes
being different from the norm. "I
wouldn't want to be a
righthander, besides look at how
many of them are in the majors,"
Marzullo pointed out,
Professional baseball is where
Marzullo's future ambitions are

"You just fold your index
By TOM REICHERT
finger
underneath the seams and
Arnold Thomas Mar2<ullo, the
Lobos ace left·h!lnded pitcher, has release it like a fastball," declared
one simple goal this ~>cason: To Marzulio, He added that this fast
win every time he pitches for New breaking pitch has batters really
going after it. They evidently
Mexico.
Arnie Marzullo characterizes don't come away with much
the entire 1972 Lobo base)!all sucess as Arnie fanned. 12
Highlands hitters last week with
squad with his intense desire to
win. Coach Bob Leigh's team, a the help of the knuckle curve,
consistent choice for the cellar in
No·Hit Arnie
th(l So1.1thern Division of the
At Evergreen Park High School
WAC, baa jumped off to a 5·1 outside of Chicago, Marzullo
record with an effective didn't have complete command of
combination of pitching, power the four pitches (fast ball,
sctewball, knuckle curve, and
hitting, and teamwork,
Arnie will be on the mound change-up) he has today, But he
Friday when the Lobes take on was already showing enough raw
Northern,Arizona in the opener of pitching talent to record a
a 22 gam() homestand. The 6-2, no-hitter his senior year against
171 pound junior is a picture of the team picked to win the
confidence as be describes team conference championship.
prospects for the upcoming
Arnie enrolled at South
homestand and WAC play,
"This team will surprise some Carolina University on a baseba.ll
people," Arnie stated, "I'm glad scholarship after his high school
heroics and
lettered his
to be part of it."

Thursday, March 9, 1972
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Muskie Claims Majority of Delegates in Primary
MANCHESTER, N.H.
(UPI)-Sqn. Edmund S. Muskie
Wednesday claimed 16 of New
Hampshire's 20 delegates to the
Democratic national convention
on the basis of incomplete returns
from Tuesday's presidential
primary, But Sen. Geoxge S.
McGovern's strong showing
promised to make other state
partners or exp~ri!)nce needed.
With 91 per cent of the 315
precincts reporting, delegates
pledged to Muskie had won 15
spots while delegates pledged to

senator's victory in the New
Hampshire presidli!ntial ·primary
Tuesday,
Muskie had hoped a big win in
his neighboring state would propel,
him to the Democl.'atic
presidential nomination, but
nearly complete returns showed
Muskie xeceiving 48 per cent of
the vote to 37 per cent for
McGovern.
A subdued Muskie, speaking to
newsmen here before flying to
Florida for the nation's second
primary next Tuesday, said, "We

McGoveJ;n gained the other five
places.
A late surge in the counting
gave Muskie an additional five
delegates, and it was considered
possible the results would change
further when the final 38
precincts were tabulated, The
counting was halted WedMsday
afternoon and the final totals will
not be determined until rrhursday.
The tight delegate race further
clouded Muskie's role as the
f:rontJ:unning Democratic
candidate, despitEl the Maine

did the best we could with what would be helpful to him." The
we had and we won. We didn't South Dakota senator had been
have the time ot the resources to shooting for 25 pex cent of the
make a maximum showing.
vote.
urve got to win in the other
Campus Fireside
primaries or at !east make a
'..t:'he Orthodox Bahai's Club will
consistent showing, so of what hold the sixth in its series of
relevance is the pexcentage to
me?" he said.
campus firesides tonight at 7:30
But even Muskie conceded that p.m. in the Union. Subject of
McGovern "made a good showing tonight's discussion is "Spiritual

.h~·
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CLASSIFIED ADVERTISING
RATES: 7e per word, 20 word mlnlWHERE: Jom:nalism Buildlmr. Room
mum ($1,401 per time run, If ad ia to
206, afternoons pl;"eferably or mail.
run five or more con~ecutive days with
Clasaifted Ad,vertisirur
no changes the rate Ia reduced to 6c
UNM P.O. Box ~
per word and the minimum number of
words to 10.
Albuqu(lrque, N.trl. 87106
TERMS : Payment must be made in fuU 1>rior to Insertion of advertiaement

PERSONALS

1l

5)

NAVAJO STUDENT NEEDS HOUSING
~OR TWO MONTHS, Prefers to share
or hoUile with one or more
736.
8/10
WANTED TO BUY--<>Id Fender
good playing condition. Cash or
trade Gibson EBO. Rick, 265-1248.
DELTA G.t\MMA 32AGIJETTI DINNER,
Sund!ly, March 12. 6·7:8D p.m. $1A:J
adults, $,86 chlldl'en. B11bysltting avail·
able-60c per child. 1700 Mella Vista
NE. Bring a friend.
8/10
Afil'l'ROLOGY INSTRUCTION IN ELE--~-

M~.i'hAHY

.Al:.:l.KULU(:iY b~:glna Mut~1,

NEW 1971 SINGER SEWING
CHINES equipped to do most any·
th.ng, $.11.116. (.;(iliff Ul' .( EfJtlS, UIICII 1
days a week. United Freight Sales, 892()
San Mateo NE.
tfn
DEAL STUDENT TO STUDENT. Save
40%-Diamonda and custom bands.
Ch11rlle Romero-844-6349.
4./9
PHOTOGRAPHIC SUPPLIES. Student
discount on everything in store. Dark·
room suppHCll, film, ~:hemlcals, processIng. Southern ,Exposure lTD. 2818 Cen·
tral acro3S :from Yale Park.
t!n
JUST RECEIVED-1972 model solid state
stereo component 8ystem, complete with
AM·FM, ~M-stereo radio, stllreo C888ette
recorder and player complete with micro-phone, includes deluxe llBR record
changer tor only $249.96. Cash or terms.
UNITED FREIGHT SALES 8920 San
Mateo NE. Open seven days a week. tfn
1948 CROSLEY Super Sport, 21ili·l021.

·---

NEED immediately part-time babysitterMonday through Friday-close-in. 8421978.
8/14
ISOLATED N.M. Ranch. Babysitting gen•
.eral tloUSekeeping for room, board and
paltry sum. Extras - complete wood
shop, potters wheel, sailplane. ~or details, call GUll at; 84.2·8444, 6-6 p.m.
.~eekda:Yil.
3/14
FLOWERS MAKE THE DAY BEAU'flF~ell
ftowenr-good pay--268·
9822.
8/81

JOHN
FAHEY

PLUS

with the

The Biggest Shocker

of Them All

Floating House

"THE STORY OF 0

11

Band

8:30 p.m.
Sun •• Mar. 12

(THE STORY OF 0) IS BASED ON
A NOVEL lHAT SOLD OVER "5
MILLION COPIES"

SERVICES

10011.

ASUNM Popular
Entertainment Comm.

YOU WON'T GET RICH-but Jt'a beer
$$, or even rent $$ If you give It a
.decent try. Sell the HARD TIMES. 107
Cornell SE or pfek some up at the
Roach Ranch, 120 Yale SE.

LOST & FOUND

"ORTHODOX DABA'I FffiEBIDES now
on c:ampua, Thnrl!daya, 7:80, UNH Stu·
dent Union. Call 24.2-4889, or write Box
7117, 8'7108,"
RIGHTEOUS AUTO REPAm general
car reJlafr done cbccp)y, 2dA North
Star Rt., Corrales. 266-4667, uk for
~.
8/16
HOME REPAlR . TELEVISION SERVICE. Color, B&:W. Sf:rviee call $2.1i0.
268-4580.
8/14.
WILDLIFE FILMS (outdoob l.e.)-Fllm.
on Eaat African Wildlife and ecology,
POPEPOY HALL, Tblll"l!day, March 16.
7 :16 p,m. Don't millS this Jut Audubon
ftlm :lot the aea.son.
3/U
lT'.S FREE-Academic .advllloh .available
ln aD UNM departments. Call the department aecretar.v and make appoint..
menta or call 277-8730.
8/14
~LPING UNM tn'OW aplritually 1
180 Girard NE. 266.-4312.
8/17
MOAT PREPARATION FOll THE YED·
ICAL COI,LEG~ ADMISSIONS TEST.
For" in!ormatfon write: Graduate StudIes CettteJ:o, P.O. Box 888, New York,

Special Student Prices
Show 1imes

UNION

Story

Cutthroats

Ballroom

12 noon 2t33

1:07 3:-40
6:03 8:36

4:56 1~2,

10:02

11:08

$1.50

Tickets at The
Door
3211 C:..INI Nl
PJL 21147.1

3/9

STUDENT TRIPS AND CAMPING
WITH MINlTREKS - Europe, North
Africa, Orimt. Write S,T.O.P., 21600
Shattuck, Berkeley CA, 94704.-oR BEE
TRAVEL AGENT.
PASSPORT, IMMIGRATION. IDENTI·

LOBO

~err.:?~t'a~hmm~~!it ~~:t·:;

~E.
1/28
GRO:UP TAOS SIU TRIPS, $86.00 lncludf!B
Jodg{ng, tr&llllportatlon A dlaeounta. 282·
6406.
8/9

FORSALE

LEAD 'l'HE SEREPTITIOUS LtFE, '67
Dodge van, 2664298,
3/17
THIS AD worth an additional 10% of£
any art SUtl.Plii!S at ART STU~', 1824.
Central. Expires 3/17. Treat yoursel! to
our Rembrandt profesafonal oil! tlifll
week.
3/16
"67 DODGE VAN, laat and aurreptltloutlly
8/l&
mobile. 266-4.298.
1!170 TOYOTA LANDCRUlSER, dual
tanks, hardtop, atereo-FM. Call 282621!0,
8/15
1!171 YAMAHA 200, electrl-!!tarler: 2300
miles, alniOBt new, $500.00, 842·0486.
3/15
1969 VW. Good eondltlon-best oft'et<must sell. Reid, 265-1698,
8/16
TENNis-ANYONE 1~Come to Ol:vmJllc
Sports Tennfa ShoJipe. Across from
UNM Tennis Courts on Girard Dlvd. On
the Trlang:k!, Wilaon, Head, Davis, Dun•
8/16
lop.
11170 JEEP CJ6. V6, hube, top, roll bar.
$2,600, 266-4639.
8/13
19611 DA'l'SUN Station Wagon, roorrack,
l'lldlo, afr eo'hdltlonln&', clean, 898·426().

CLA§§KFRED

ADVERTISING

University P.O. eox 20, UNM, Albuquerque, N. M. 87106

come to 1717 Girard Dlvd.

5)

NEED EX'l'RA CASH DAILY? Wednesday
and Thu~day, Part time now, full time
summer, $2.76 per hr. av(lrage, 265·4969.
8/9

NOW IN .. IT1S 2nd BIG WEEK

LOST: DROWN WOMAN'S WALLET In
.Tohn110n Gym area. Contents valuable
only to owner. If found pleue call 844·
4616 after 6:00p.m.
8/JO
LOST: 6 moe. old female German Shepherd, March 6 near U.D. It found conbet Pablo at Lobo omce.
FOUND: Terry L, or Wendy Robeck's
pune. Contact Intemational Center.
8/18

3)

FORSALE

~

U. 266·0902 for details.
8/~0
AGORA-We have found many students
using .AGORA. They talk about problems
of all klncla: the most important and
least important you can think ct. We
have disseminated information from
drugs to degree requirements. And OC•
casionally we havE~ actually helped people tntough crises, Usc us if you need
Ull. 2'l7·3D13, NW comer Mesa VIa~
NAVY 13 button pants ate In at Uncle
Stun'e, 111 Harvnrd, alao Western-cut
jean shirts, workshlrts alwaye $3.00,
3/13
LANDLORD PRO IlL EMS: 'l'he Daily
Lobo is doing a survey on tenantnand·
lord hB!~les In the UNM area, It' you
have a problem, or have an exceptionally
good landlotd, give ua a call, 277-4202,
after 5 p.m. We will not accept anony•
mous calls.
EXPERIENCE A HIGH IN LEATHER:
pante, Sacketll, belf:ll, wallda, hat., baall,
knaPaaekl. Upstairs at THE LEATUERBACK TURTLE, 2988 !tbnte Vflt. NE
(behind 'rrlana-ie Bat'i
!!n

2)

5)

FORSALE

RATES: 7¢ per word, $l.40 minimum (thot's 20 words)
5¢ per word if same ad runs five or morE: consecutive times
$2.50 minimum (that's 10 words 5 times)
TERMS: Payment must be made in
CLASSIFICATIONS:
1. Personals
5. For Sale

full prior to insertion of advertisement

2. Lost & Found
6. Employment

3 Services

4. For Rent

7. Miscellaneous

INSERT THE FOLLOWING ADVERTISEMENT ---TIMES STARTING _ _.....__

Want Ads say it
in a Big Way!!
ENCLOSED$·----

PLACED BY _ _ _.....___ _ _ ____

8/13

BRAND NEW MOD, 40B Garrard Tum·
tnble, $38. 842-6404
3/U
SANDALS: All sites, hand tooted at the
right t>l'lce .• , • 'rH~ LEATHERBACK
TURTLE, 2983 Monte VIsta. NE.
tfn
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